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My research is focused on understanding people and their interactions with video, images and other
types of multimedia in various contexts from social communication, information retrieval, to artistic
expression; this involves examining how media is created and captured, how media are stored and
organized, and how media annotated and reused.

Overview
I research, design, and build systems multimedia systems and develop methods and metrics for understanding multimedia use in-the-world. I am interested in understanding the social semantics of
media which, I assert, is to be discovered as product of the affordances of the tools we use to create, annotate and share. I seek to conduct my research in three related areas. First, I look to bridge
between classical theory and modern practice in multimedia information systems. Today, with the
abundance and speed of new social multimedia applications, we should bridge theory to practice to
understand the world in an informed way. Second, I design and specify new engineering and computer science practices for multimedia information research. Beyond the contemporary Data Science
efforts that deal with the abundant clicks and dwells times, my research aims to find stronger, often
not instrumented, signals which can express greater insights into what people do. This is done as an
human-centered engineering practice, where one looks to instrumenting and understanding what is
know to be effective signals from theory and design. In effect, my work relies on aspects of humanin-the-loop AI systems. This practice also speaks to the new world of data; for example, the classic
studies in multimedia are done via an analysis of the pixels, but today there is wider band of signals,
from visual objects in the scene to the associated with the photos or videos (i.e. GEO, EXIF, and
metadata) to the social interactions around the media objects which must be treated as first class
signals. Finally, I seek to understand art theories as they apply to social computing, audience, participation, and aesthetics. This is primarily a continuation of my Ph.D. work where I am looking for the
connections between art theory, computer science, and the practice of building and engineering; I
believe this research is long term and holds ground breaking potential. Further, it lays a strong foundation for multidisciplinary research and education for the next generation of students. These three
directions point towards the a new future of trans-disciplinary research: from bridging culture and
information theory with practice, human-centered data engineering and information organization,
and art theory and expression.
Beyond my research accomplishments, I have designed, built, launched, and conducted research
through several prototypes and services in social computing, as well as, engineered from ground up
large scale cloud based data science platforms. I built, launched, and studied a synchronized video
player that was embedded in a popular instant messaging platform [16]. While an engaging product
with millions of monthly sessions, I used the application, via a careful data instrumentation, to create
new research into engagement, negotiated meaning [26], and virality [13]; having the right data is
the key to organizing the data to find meaning. I have advocated open data sharing and released 100
million Creative Commons photos from a corporation to the broader research community [23] while
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building out an internal platform for data science and photo-sharing research within the company.
I seek to identify and deeply understand the meaning and motivation behind the big or small data
signals and then design methods that can utilize these signals often without the need for millions of
data points. This was largely evident in the design of a human-in-the-loop AI system I built to assist
editors find high quality weather photos. [15] Further, I also build new experiences for interactive
media and artistic performance installations to embody research concepts. Most recently, at Centrum
Wiskunde & Informatica (CWI), a Dutch national academic research laboratory, I lead a team that
built the sensing for a smart nightclub at the Amsterdam Dance Event in conjunction with a fashion
designer [24]; which took my work into the Internet of Things and wireless sensing and real world
social interactions.
While traditional content (pixels and audio) may play a role in my work, the meaning and the
story of the media we share and engage with is to be found in the broader social online ecosystem.
This research perspective is one that has several calls for funding (i.e. [7, p. 43]). Drawn attention to
this research agenda in ACM SIG Multimedia (SIGMM) where I was Technical Program Co-Chair
in 2013 and currently serve on the steering committee as coordinate the Interactive Arts Program
and the Grand Challenges competition. I have published 5 journal articles, 30 conference papers,
5 workshop papers, 3 book chapters, 4 ACM or IEEE magazine articles; 3 papers have received
nominations for best paper. I have organized 12 conference workshops and tutorials and, currently, 3
journal articles and 5 conference papers are in submission. Additionally, I have been awarded 6 U.S.
Patents with 27 pending review. Inside an industry laboratory, I have been the PI in several academic
engagements, as well as, I developed and secured new, long-term funding models inside my former
institution aimed at fostering joint HCI and Computer Vision research at Stanford University. I
am a Distinguished Member of the ACM and am currently serving on the steering committee for
ACM Multimedia and ACM TVx (on Television Experiences). I have attended to several invite-only
workshops and leadership events (e.g. NSF, the Internet Archive, and the Wikimedia foundation), as
well as, served on the Berkeley iSchool data science advisory board.

Research Highlights
Here I detail research contributions that I have made as well as include forthcoming work. I position
this work as three interwoven threads: (i) understanding social semantics, (ii) metrics and protocols
for engagement, (iii) creative acts.

Understanding Social Semantics
The current scale of social networking sites is tremendous. With them, the number of photographs
and videos in the world has grown rapidly. In 2011, a back of the envelope calculation1 estimated
that 10% of all photographs in the world were taken in the past 12 months. The growing popularity of
the cameraphone allows one to capture any number of photographs for a variety of reasons: a friend,
a landmark, a receipt, or where you parked. Of these photos, many are edited, shared, commented
on, or annotated as our favorites. Instagram2 , a popular photo sharing site, alone sees 60 million
photos daily and 1.6 billion likes. The amount of photographic and social data that is created daily
creates a rich landscape for much of today’s current research in HCI and Multimedia.
While classical computer vision and multimedia research seeks to understand what is in these
images and videos, it tends to ignore the social signals around the media. These signals can not
1 http://bit.ly/1vcDWke
2 http://bit.ly/1zkLrKJ
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only aid the classical research approaches, these signals may reveal an entirely new meaning or new
semantics that would be invisible to just looking at the visual (pixels) or audio content. Further, I
assert this claim of social semantics around media was a product of the interface and ecosystem that
encapsulated the media [20].
Perhaps the largest study I undertook looking at social understanding involved studies of video
sharing in synchronous environments [16, 9]. To start, I built and deployed a small instant-messenger
based tool called Zync which predated Google Hangouts but was a similar deployment as a plugin
for a larger instant message platform. With a small team, we examined how video in a shared context could reveal the socially negotiated genre of the video (i.e. comedy, film, sports) as well as give
insights into the overall virality of the video [26, 13, 25]. The research, which was a mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods, was not a typical “big data” techniques but rather sought to model
the meaning of the signals in the data. Ultimately, we were able to predict genre and virality using
rather small data traces (under 20 shared sessions per video). I extended this work into studies of
engagement in online photo communities [1] and asking what role does content play when formally
modeled with community signals.
Overall it is an approach I prefer and embody in my work: understand the data people make and
use it not only for prediction but also for explanation [14]. More so, my position is that multimedia is
more than the legacy visual signals, multimedia encompasses the plurality of signals that are available in and around media in the world today which includes the rich social signals therein. Towards
this end, I have lead various efforts in SIGMM, growing this perspective on social multimedia within
the broader community. Most recently, as 2013 Technical Program Co-chair of ACM Multimedia,
I brought several new areas into the technical program, including social signals, music, geographic
information, and crowd-sourcing to name a few. As General Co-chair of Creativity and Cognition,
we are similarly expanding the technical calls.

Metrics and Protocols for Engagement
Part of my expansion of multimedia signals involves defining metrics and protocols for interaction [16, 3, 4] to support the new frameworks and requirements that are introduced. One such example comes from identifying events in multimedia. For example, in photography, Henri CartierBresson, known as the father of photojournalism, said “To me, photography is the simultaneous
recognition, in a fraction of a second, of the significance of an event.” [2, pp. 1–14] However, finding when a photo took place is a non-trival matter, so we developed new techniques for time-stamp
disambiguation [22] as 40% of the photos on Flickr have conflicting timestamps between the GPS
time and the photo-taken time.
Beyond single source metrics, I conducted the first work to look at modern social streams, like
Twitter, during media events on television. Here I looked towards the reification of status updates
(tweets) as they related to large scale media events (i.e. elections3 and award shows) [11, 12]. Here,
I identified the structure of tweets as conversational media and described how they relate to live
events. While the terms and text of the tweets played a role in identifying what was happening in
the event, signals in the Twitter medium (i.e. #hashtags and @mentions) alone could surface
sub-event onsets to identify something is happening. We took this work further to identify topics;
going beyond trends, we identified what was part of the event’s agenda as well as what was the
lasting and conversational topics that surfaced during the event. These temporally salient topics
often would be discarded by vector-space analysis as many times they would be judged insignificant
by the conventional methods.
3 Google
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Creative Acts
My investigation of online communities negotiating meaning in images stemmed from my thesis
work [18]. I was one of the first who positioned network data as an artistic medium instead of
capricious fodder [6]. Even simple signals, such as web frequency could be used as computational
models of familiarity [17] to be reused by software agents in autonomous performances. While the
thrust of my work on understanding online communities is represented in my other work, I still
maintain a strong commitment to the arts in my role as Arts Co-editor for SIGMM as well as in my
technical papers [8, 21].
In particular, I believe there is much more to academically learn about the act of performance. It
is during a performance where meaning is attempting communication. To understand how and why
performances conduct this communication, I conducted some qualitative research examining DJs
who were live casting their sets [10], as well as, built physical interfaces for data manipulation [19, 5]
as well as the aforementioned large-scale sensing event [24]. I believe there is still much work to do
understanding performances and the role information plays in them from complex like signals online
to conventional vinyl music; part of the rich future of research in computer-mediated communication
lies in performance and the creative act.
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